
Watch the how to video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=51&v=SNo_7qZwrgk&feature=
emb_logo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=51&v=SNo_7qZwrgk&feature=emb_logo


What is a pitfall trap?

A pitfall trap is a simple device used to catch small 
animals - particularly insects and other invertebrates -
that spend most of their time on the ground.

In its most basic form, it consists of a container buried 
so that its top is level with the surface of the ground. 
Any creatures that wander nearby may fall in. Any that 
can't escape by climbing, jumping or flying out will remain 
trapped until you release them.

To make your own trap

You will need:
a trowel
a yoghurt pot (or plastic cup)
a tray



Making your pitfall trap
1. Choose a location for your trap on flat ground near vegetation.
2. Make some holes in the bottom of your trap to stop it filling with water.
3. Use a trowel to dig a small hole.
4. Place a clean yoghurt pot in the hole. Fill in any empty space around the pot 

with soil. Make sure that the top of the pot is level with the ground, or you 
won't catch anything.

5. Add in a piece of banana or potato. Leave your trap overnight. If you 
prefer to leave it during the day, check it every few hours.

6. Empty the trap into a tray to see what creatures wandered in. Use ID 
guides (books, online resources or apps) to help you identify what kind of 
invertebrates they are.

7. Record your findings: make a note of what you caught, the date and 
location. You could also draw the creatures or take photographs.

8. Carefully release the creatures, returning them to a safe, sheltered place.
9. Return the area back to how you found it.

Extension task: 
• Make a table and record the number of each animal caught in the trap.
• Use your results to make a bar graph showing the number of animals caught

Animal No Caught
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Tweet us @CastlebraeSTEM

Tag us on insta @Castlebrae_STEM

MAKE SURE TO SEND US 
SOME PICTURES OF 
YOUR EXPERIMENT!
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